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Industrial effluents in the lower Patapsco area, which constitutes the 
navigable portion of the river and includes Baltimore Harbor, are 
many and include waste acid, distillery wastes, tannery wastes and 
copperas (ferrous sulphate) from pigment and steel industries. Pre- 
liminary studies have shown the last named waste to be most extensive. 
The red brown precipitate, Fe(OH), resulting from copperas disposal, 
is prevalent in Curtis Bay and can be seen in surface waters extending 
from Leading Point to the junction of Marley Creek and Furnace 
Branch, its 'extent and intensity depending upon variable conditions 
of tide and disposal. T h e  source of the Fe(OH), is a paint pigment 
plant situated just inside the entrance of Curtis Bay opposite Sledds 
Point and from which it is discarded in the manufacture of titanium 
dioxide. On the north side of the Lower Patapsco area, originating 
in Humphreys Creek, copperas in pickling liquor from the steel indus- 
try produces a similar effect in Bear Creek and its tributaries (see 
frontispiece and Fig. 1) . Also, on the north side of the area copperas 
is discharged by another plant which manufactures titanium pigment. 
It has be,en possible to conduct an intensive study of the effect of 
copperas and its decomposition products on the biological productivity 
of Curtis Bay and nearby waters through the cooperation of the 
officials of the plants concerned and the data they have ~rovided  on the 
exact nature of the effluents and the conditions of their disposal. 
This apes, polluted by copperas, is more extensive than other similarly 
polluted areas in the region and, moreover, its surrounding shore 
line has a contour that facilitates the study of suc'h a problem. 
*This is the first of a series of reports on a comprehensive and continuing hydrographic 
and pollution study program for the Patapsco River (Baltimore) region of Maryland. Dr. 
Olson is a Laboratory staff member. Mr. Brust 1s associated with the Department of Chemistry 
at the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Tressler is Assistant Professor of Zoology, University 
Of Maryland, and Planktologist, Chesapeake Biological Laboratory. 
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS It appears that currents at stations outside of Station I11 average 
The  average depth of this area ranges from 5-10 meters, th approximately .2 knots pel hour, while those inside of Station 111 are 
no sharp or sudden differences in depth at any given locality e too weak or irregular to be measured by standard methods as, for 
at those points where artificial channels traverse the mo example, current meters. These lneasurenlents also show that cur- 
areas. Therefore, stations for sampling were chosen at rent velocity does not vary markedly with depth outside of Curtis Bay, 
locations in each general area wheie significant differences In e all of which factors are contraiy to those anticipated. 
of pollution might be expected. In no case, however, was a st UThile detailed measurement of current velocities and directions in  
located directly in a main channel where dredging operations Curtis Bay and nearby waters cannot be made without costly special 
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of water as influ'enced by astronomical conditions only. However, in 
the upper Chfesapeake Bay and tributaries the effect of astro'nomical 
influences on tid'e are frequ,ently almost ~bl i terat~ed by such meteoro- 
logical conditions as wind and precipitation. This is shown in Figure 
2 by th,e mark'ed difference bsetw'een the prediceed tide h'eights and th~e 
actual .tide heights, as measure,d by th'e automatic tide gage maintained 
by the Coast and Geodetic Surv,ey at Fort McH,enry. Even greater 
differmences .than those indicated are frtequent, th,e actual heights of tide 
being entir,ely unpredictable. Records of the ti'de gage, operated con- 
tinuously at Fort McH'enry, w.ere made availabl'e to this study, and 
from them it was possible to co'rrelate tidal height, therefme current 
variations with sampling data. 
' . A C T U A L  TlDE 
-- - - - PREDICTED TIDE 
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FIGURE 2. 
Copperas results at the Krebs pigment plant as a waste product in 
the manufacture of .titanium dioxide, a white paint pigment. The 
pigment is extracted from ilmenite, ferrmous titanate (FeTiO,), by U. S. I.-U. S. Industrial Chemical Corporation. 
DAVISON PLT.-Davison Chemical Corporation. using sulphuric acid to diss.01r.e out the iron, and the ferrous sulphate 
which occurs is discarded. Since copperas has not yet found any 
instruments operated by a.large group of work'ers over a long pe marketab1.e use, and is of little commcrcial value (Hodges, 1939) it 
of tim,e, their general trend and th'e time of their maxima can i s  dumped into Curtis Creek along with a small amount of titanium 
dioxide and a variable amount of unclaimed frese acid. 
low and high water every day at nearby Fort XIcHenr~, Balt 
is predict,ed for each year by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. The rat'e of disposal of copperas in Curtis Bay was increased during 
values ar~e predicted .from harmonic constants and represent the he I940 to the point where the average sometimes exceeds 150 tons per 
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day. Records of rates of disposal supplied by the plant authorities X variable amount of free acid sometimes finds its way into Curtis 
were correlated in every case with the time of sampling, the effect of Creek From the Davison Chemical plant situated on Sledd's Point, 
tide, and the results of analyses. A typical record of disposal rate i s  and infrequently a discharge of oxygen-consuming distillery waste 
shown in Table I. results fllom the U. S. Industrial Chemical plant near Cabin Branch. 
TABLE I Since these effluents are not discharged daily their effects are atypical 
COPPERAS DISPOSAL for the region and are thereby easily detected. 
Pounds Accumulated by Shifts* 
150,870 163,710 HYDROLYSIS OF FeSO, 
22 131,610 182,970 
23 121,980 173,340 
24 154,080 
25 186,180 
26 112,350 
27 121,980 
28 131,200 
-Disposal occurs twlce dally one hour after each flood tide. 
plant to accumulate copperas throughout the day in large storage bins 
One hour after each predicted flood tide these bins were flushed ou 
OXIDATION OF FERROUS IRON TO FERRIC 
and their contents discharged into the Bay. This practice was sug- 
products of decomposition in Curtis Bay. During 1938-39 this practi 
was carried out only during the summer months in order to redu 
large quantities of exposed copperas on the plant floor led to 
construction of permanent storage bins and the present regular prac 
of disposal on ebb tide, throughout the year. 
of ferric hydroxide, a yellow brown insoluble precipitate which 
exists in the colloidal form and through subsequent "salting 
FIGURE 3. 
DECOMPOSITION REACTIONS O F  COPPERAS. 
Analysis for dissolved oxygen, salinity, pH, and in some cases 
total iron, were made on samples taken at the regular stations from 
flocculation and settling of Fe(OH),. The  ionic reactions, in c Fort Carroll to the head of Malley Creek over a period of two years 
densed form, are represented in Figure 3. -during 1938 and 1939. Total iron in bottom muds was also determ- 
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ined. The  results showed the degree to which copperas disposal errors and the possibility of substituting some more feasible method. 
affected the normal characteristics of nearby waters. Under the pre- Other procedures include the Rideal-Stewart modification, the sodium 
\ailing conditions of disposal the pH and dissolved oxygen anomalies azide method, and the Alsterberger method. Each of these was, 
were found to be largely local and effective to the limits of Curtis Bay therefore, carefully studied with respect to the extent of error caused 
proper, while total iron ran high as far as Leading Point. Laboratory by the presence of these interfeirring substances. The sodium azide 
experiments on the toxicity of coppeias decomposition products also method and rhe Rideal-Stewart modification were both found to be 
were carried out, and in a number of cases the toxic nature of these useful only in the presence of much organic matter, being of less value 
substances in concentrations that occur in Curtis Bay was clearly in the prevence of ferrous and ferric iron than the regular T/\Tinkler 
determined. Recent increases in the rate of copperas disposal, how- method. 'I he Alsterberger method appeared to be the most desirable 
ever, has extended the limits of detrimental effects in  a degree and when ferrous and ferric iron as well as organic matter ran high, and 
manner which wlll be pointed out in this report. Moreoler, a number thls method was used on many occasions. In all four procedures, as 
of problems involving a more detailed study not considered previously run on regular samples in Curtls Bay, results seldom differed widely 
are treated herein. enough to justlfy the added complexity of other methods as oler and 
against the regular Winkler method. Moreover, oxygen 1 alues, when 
METHODS they are exceedingly abnormal, can be checked and corrected for the 
presence of ferrlc and ferrous iron, both of which factors were deter- 
Statiop? and Samptpling. The  ten stations cstablishcd (Fig. 1) were 
mined at all stations as conditions permitted. In all cases it was found 
sampled at surface and bottom depths at least once durlng each ten 
to be absolutely essential that reagents be added in the field and that day period except when weather conditions or  other uncontrollable final titrations be made as soon as possible after reaching the labor- factors made this impossible. Since the depth ranges only from 4-10 
meters sampling at intermediate depths was not considered necessary 
except in special cases. All samples were collected with the Foerst Total Iron-Total lion was analyzed by the Thompson 8c Iiremner 
sampler. The analytic work for dissolved oxygen, total iron, soluble :I 935) method for sea water, the final 1 alue being determined colori- 
iron, insoluble iron, ferrous iron, chlorinity, and pH was done in metrically. In a later stage of the problem a special photometer was 
the field in those cases uhere unstable compounds were involved. devised and the lalues obtained electro-photom~tricallj from galvano- 
Biological determinations were made from 250cc samples preserved meter deflections. In thls way ~ a l u e s  as low as 0.01 milligrams per liter 
with formalin and centrifuged for micro-plankton counts while macro- could be detected with accuracy. 
plankton was determined on a semi-quantitative basis by five minute 
surface tows with a No. 20 plankton net. Transparency was determined Soluble Iron-Soluble iion was determined by filtering samples 
with the conventional Secchi disc in earlier work and whenever through fine filter paper In the field, the filtrate being analysed in the 
possible with the submarine spectroradiometer deleloped at the Labor- same manner as for total iron. Insoluble iron was determined as the 
atory. Temperature was measured with the usual reversing thermo- difference between total iron and soluble iron. Because of its insta- 
meters and with new rapld measuring thermoelectric equipment like- bility i t  was necessary to determine ferrous iion in the field as soon as 
wise developed during this work. Mud core samples were obtained sainples were collected. Thls presented numerous difficulties in the 
at each statlon with the Woods Hole type core sampler, the core being maintenance of standards, etc., and most of the results are not con- 
cut into two inch vegments for subsequent analysis for total and fer- sidered to be accurate within 1 mg/l. Colorimetric procedure was 
followed in which potassium ferricyanide was used as an indicator. 
Clzemical Annlysis-Dissolved oxygen-Since the widely used Win Core Samples-'Total iron in bottom mud cores was determined in 
each two-inch segment by a modification of the Thompwn and Brem- 
riel method as used for analysis of water samples. 'Ihe silica and 
organic matter, it became necessary to determine the extent of such various unoxidizable solids were filtered out, following digestion, and 
the regular co1,orimetric procedures then carricd on. Ferrous iron were caraefully followed from January, 1938, and are summarized in 
in core segments was determined in a number of cases, qualitatively, Tabl~e I1 from that date to August, 1939. The same trend occurred 
with potassium ferricyanide, and, quantitatively, by the standard gravi- during 1940 but with somewhat lower values during ,the winter 
metric method. months: Average water temperatures for the region, during 1940, 
Chlorinity-Chlorinity was determined volumetrically by the stand- TABLE I1 
ard Mohl titration method using silver nitrate with potassium chro- Water Temperatures a t  Each Station During 1938-1939 in Degrees Centigrade 
mate as an inaicator. Date Depth I IA 11 111 IV v VI VII VIII x 
1/20/38 Surface 7.5 .................... 7.6 6.6 5.8 ............ 7.0 6.8 7.2 
pH-D'eterminations of p H  in the field were made with a Beckman ..................... ............ Bottom 7.6 7.9 7.5 7.0 6.5 7.1 6.7 2/15/38 Surface 5.1 ................ 4.8 ......... 5.3 ............ 5.7 5.4 5.7 
pH meter fit,ted with flow type glass ,electrodes, such that the sample Bottom 7.8 ........ 4.8 6.6 5.U 6.5 6.1 6.1 5.9 6.2 3/22/38 Surface 11.0 ......... 11.1 11.3 11.6 11.8 ........... 11.5 11.4 11.1 
could be poured into the electrod'e chamber, Hushing out th'e prmevious 5/6/38 Bottom Surface 21.0 10 6 ......... 10.5 20.9 1 6 11.5 11.7 ......... 10.7 10.8 10.9 20.1 23.9 ..................... ....-..... ................................. 
............ 
.................................. sampl,e and the determination carri'ed out within fiftmeen sec'onds. Using Bottom 17.8 15.8 18.9 16.5 23.9 6/14/38 Surface 24.0 .......... 23.7 23.5 27.0 ........................................................ 
......... ..................................................... this technique i.t was possible to carry out a great'er number of determi- Bottom 19.6 20.1 20.0 26.0 7/15/38 Surface 32.1 31.8 32.0 31.6 34.8 31.8 32.1 32.0 32.0 31.8 
nations in a short time. Bottom 31.0 31.6 31.0 31.4 33.8 31.5 31.7 31.7 31.4 31.4 8/31/38 Surface 30.0 30.0 29.4 .................... 30.2 31.0 30.3 31.0 30.2 
Bottom 30.1 29.4 29.3 ....... 30.3 29.5 30.3 26.3 30.3 28.3 
9/15/38 Surface 32.1 .................... 28.3 .......... 26.1 .......... 27.0 ....................... 
Bottom 30.1 30.1 28.3 30.2 30.1 30.1 24.3 28.2 30.2 29.0 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 10/26/38 Surface 20.3 ........ 20.0 20.0 ........... 20.0 ......... 20.1 18.0 20.0 
Bottom 21.5 ....... 21.1 20.4 20.4 20.4 .......... 21.0 20.4 22.0 
The results from samples collect'ed on the different trips show .................. ............ ............ 11/16/38 Surface 12.8 12.8 11.8 12.8 12.2 12.7 Bottom 14.1 .................... 13.8 .......... 12.4 ........... 13.1 13.0 13.2 
............ .................................. ........... 
variations in th,e properties of the waters at the various stations? which 12/14/38 Surface 6.2 6.2 6.8 5.3 5.3 Bottom 6.2 6.2 .......... 6.9 6.6 5.4 5.4 6.4 ............... 
results depend on the c'ombined action of all influencing factors such .......... ........... ........... 1/17/39 Surface 6.0 6.0 4.1 3.1 4.4 3.3 3.1 Bottom 6.1 6.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 4.3 4.3 4.0 3.1 
......................................... ....................................... 
as time and rate of disposal, temperature, salinity, tidal variations, etc. 3/8/39 Surface 4.6 5.4 Bottom 4.4 4.6 5.3 4.4 4.7 5.2 5.1 5.5 4.8 5.7 
................... ............................................................ Therefore, the different factors and their magnitudes of variati 4/24/39 Surface 14.6 12.4 Bottom 9.7 12.2 12.8 .......................................................................... 
discussed separately while consideration is given to the int'eraction o ............................................................. ............ 5/17/39 Surface 18.0 21.2 20.5 Bottom 17.8 17.7 19.7 19.7 20.6 20.5 20.2 19.2 18.8 23.0 
these facto'rs in certain typical cases. ....................... ........... .......... 6/19/39 Surface 27.1 26.3 26.0 26.3 27.3 27.2 Bottom 26.3 .................... 26.1 ............ 25.4 .......... 26.0 26.4 25.4 
8/2/39 Surface 30.2 30.3 28.2 ..................... 29.4 .............. 31.1 30.2 
Bottom 27.4 .............................. 28.3 ....... 28.1 28.1 29.3 
Tempernture-There exists but little marked temperature str 
fication at the several stations, since the area studimed is not excessi ranged from 2°C. during January and F'ebruary to 29°C. in July, but 
deep and the salinity is not high, th'e difference bmetween surfa surface waters show a wider variation. During February ice covere,d 
bottom waters sel~dom exceeding 4°C. in winter and 2°C. in sumin the entire region with th'e ,exception of th'e ship channmels, which were 
Water temperature differenc'es fr'om one station to another kept open. Unfortunat,ely, no samp1,es could be obtainled at this time. 
slight and occur only through the slow influx of the Kay wat'e Surface water during July frequently reached a temperature o'f 33°C. 
is, tidal actio'n. Therefore, tenlperature differences with resp and high,er. Th'e additional effect of ,this upper and warmer layer, 
location d'o n,ot become significant except through their role in thus low oxygen water, in retarding th'e oxygen saturation of the 
mining the degr'ee of dissolved oxygen saturation. Of far more impor underlying waters is obvious. 
ance ar,e the seasonal changes in temperature over the enti Chlorinity-Ther,e is but little difference in chlorinity with respect 
Thse highser temperatures of the summer months exert a marked infl to station lo,cation, since th,e run off from the Marley Creek drainage 
ence on th'e degre'e and ,extent of pollution by controlling the ra ar,ea, itself small, is influenced mainly by local precipitation and is 
of decomposition of effluents as well as growth and respiration r 
meager except during the spring thaw. Only a slight gradient exists 
of aquatic organisms, and by limiting the capacity of the waters 08f iEroni Station I to Station X, comprising less than one part per thousand 
region to diss.olve oxygen from the air. chloride ion. Typical seasonal changes are indicated in Table 111. 
Seasonal changes in temperature at each depth and at all stati 0 these values ranged from 2.0°/00 in March to 8.0°/os in 
12 13 
-- - 
The chlorinity stratification with depth is marked only at the average water temperature for each set of measurelnents and the 
deeper stations located in isolated areas where a minimum of turbul- saturation value for that temperature is also given. 
ence and mixing occurs. Such is the case at Stations 111, IV, and VI, TABLE IV 
where a difference of more than l.OO/oo often occurs between surface Dissolved Oxvgen At Each Station in ec. Per Liter 
- - 
and bo'ttom. O'th'er stations, except in rare cases, show a surface- -- -- -- 
D a t e  Aver .  0,Sat. Dep th  I I A  I1 I11 I V  V V I  VII VIII X 
bottom difference of less than 0.3O/00. Chlorinity, as a regional factor Temp.  
affecting the intensity and ext,ent of pol l~ t i~on effects, cannot be con- 1/20/38 7.1 8.48 S u r f a c e  1.04 . . . . . . .  620 4.82 5.84 ....... 6 . 0 9  6.49 1.28 Bo t tom 6.93 ...... 6.13 3.21 2.07 ........ 1.97 3.47 5.63 
sidered as important in view of the slight differences experienced. 3/22/38 11.0 7.32 Sur face  6.62 ......... 6:72 6.49 3.37 5.99 . . .  5.77 5.84 5.66 Bo t tom 4.85 5.91 5.74 1.81 2.71 2.71 4.00 5.41 ..... 
As a seas'onal factor it influences the rate of Fe(OH), flocculation by 5/6/38 19.9 6.00 S u r f a c e  6.27 ................. 5.82 ...... 5.73 1.51 .................... .. ... ... ...Bot tom 5.87 5.69 3.47 5.91 1.45 
"salting o'ut" the colloidal particles. As an indicator 0.f salinity, chlor- 7/15/38 31.5 4.95 S u r f a c e  5.47 5:35 4.35 4.53 3.59 4.20 1.16 5.11 5.71 5.50 Bo t tom 4.12 4.42 4.20 2.55 0.14 1.80 1.21 3.31 5.04 0.42 
....... inity shows the tr'en'd of the buff'ering action o'f th'e waters and, hence, 9/15/38 28.6 5.20 Sur face  6.01 . . 5.20 5.72 3.56 6.63 6.10 
... .... Bot tom 5.46 4.93 4.87 4.55 0:74 4.11 2.72 3.46 
their capacity to tolerat'e the contribution of add,ed H ions. Perhaps 11/16/38 13.0 1.08 S u r f a c e  6.40 . . . . . . . . . . .  5.18 ....... 6.18 ...... 4.81 5.24 5.17 Bo t tom 5.43 .............. 4.26 ....... 2.35 ........ 3.12 4.10 4.20 
the most significant indication from chlorinity determinati'ons is that 1/17/39 4.4 8.55 Sur face  7.03 . . . . . . . . . . .  6.18 5.96 ... 6.21 6.61 7.41 Ro t tom 7.10 4.95 5.90 6.11 4.61 2.01 4.56 0.00 2.31 4.41 
............... of the relative mixing and vertical movements of water at different 3/8/39 .4.6 8.51 Sur face  8.01 ... 6.61 Bot tom S.06 7 . M  4.55 7.44 5.81 6.09 5.96 6.18' 6.18 7.56 
depths. There are two or three instanc'es wher'e, in deep places, pro- 6/19/39 26.2 5.43 S u r f a c e  4.91 ...... . . .  4.02 ...... 3.12 . . .  3.62 4.25 6.60 Bo t tom 0.00 .............. 0.33 ..... 3.62 ..... 0.76 1.16 2.18 
..... ... ................. 7/10/39 30.1 5.05 Sur face  5.33 4.97 6.44 6.85 6.11 
.... Bottom 3.96 . . . . . . . .  1.97 . 1.85 1.26 6.72 2.63 
I t  can be seen that harmful low values occur in Curtis Cre'ek very 
frequently thro,ughout the year, whil'e during th,e summer months 
tions, or by th,e vertical mixing that normally accompanies temperatu wh'en the water temperatures are above 25°C. low values often occur 
changes in the annual turnover, th'e water in such areas b'ecomes dilute over thme entire region. 
TABLE I11 Th,e lower values have been more intense and more frequent as the 
disposal rate of copperas has increasmed during 1939-1940 and during 
the summ'er months of 1940 (Table V) extremely low values wer'e 
observed at Station I. Wh,eth,er th,ese ,effects are to be found beyond 
this station as yet have not been determined. I t  is obvious, however, 
that at these high'er water temperatures (25-3O0), when even fully air- 
9/15/38 S u r f a c e  4.16 .. 4.29 .. 4 06 3 8 3 .  . 
Bot tom 4.25 4.16 4.15 4.36 4.13 4.21 4.10 4.36 3.47 TABLE V 
........ 11/16/38 S u r f a c e  5.77 . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.67 ........ 5.63 5.54 5.48 
Bo t tom 6.10 I .. 6 1 2  . . . . . .  5.77 5.62 
Dissolved Oxygen in cc. Per Liter 
................ 
1/17/39 S u r f a c e  5.08 4.97 4.86 4.13 4.10 -- - --- 
Bot tom 5.64 4.63 4.84 6.81 5.00 6.63 4.81 6.62 7.78 r)ate Aver .  OzSat. 1 IA I1 I11 I V  V VI  VII VIII IX 
3/8/39 S u r f a c e  1.64 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  2.07 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Temp.  
Bo t tom 1.82 1.87 2.22 1 8 1  2.12 2.10 2.12 2.12 2 0 8  -- -- 
...... . . . .  
............... 6/19/39 S u r f a c e  3.16 3.14 3.10 ........ 2 7 6  2.75 3 3 / 4 0  3.g" 8.70cc/l Sur face  6.50 7.9 6.0 fi.9 6.7 7.6 7.05 7.35 
.... Bot tom 5.15 3.5 3.1 4.2 5.3 3.9 6.6 
6/14/40 25.1° 5.IXcc/l S u r f a c e  4.66 4.76 62% 4.87 5.34 6.12 7.59 6.90 6.69 
Bo t tom 5.13 Bot tom 3.27 1.60 4.52 . . 0.00 1.66 2.77 0.41 0.00 3.99 7/9/40* 27.5O 5.04cc/l S u r f a c e  2.66 8.38 7.14 ..... 8.44 4.58 8.27 3.08 5.32 4.36 
Bo t tom 0.00 1.70 5.96 6.43 6.12 8.24 5.04 8.64 7.54 
8/2/40 25.0° 5.20cc/l S u r f a c e  4.68 4.98 4.82 4.50 2.21 4.94 1.86 1.82 8.29 7.70 
Dissolved Oxygen-Th'e lower limit of diss'olved oxygen Bot tom 3.16 0.73 4.61 0.00 1.19 0.00 0.98 5.52 2.14 2.35 9/10/40 23.5O 5.32cc/l S u r f a c e  4.31 5.15 5.38 3.92 3.46 4.82 1.91 6.48 7.11 8.22 
Bo t tom 5.37 3,58 3.17-0.78 0.41 4.42 1.88 0.00 2.61 3.94 
*Winkler  me thod  used. 
'cable V the variation in dissolved oxygen at each station throu saturated wat'er contains only from 5.0-5.5 cc, of dissolved oxygen per 
the period fl-om January, 1938 to September, 1940, is presented. liter, further withdrawal of oxygen by copperas oxidation beco~nes 
14 15 
significant and effectiv'e in limiting the amount o'f 0% need,ed by all continually. Records ,of daily sampling at Stations VII and VIII, as 
aquatic organisms for normal respiration. Moreover, th,e normal well as pi'er samplses, werle available for this study through ,th,e coopera- 
oxygen d'emafid of th,ese organisms is markedly increased 'by these tion of the duPont officials. A typical record is shown for the month 
higher temperatures and the lower limits of 02 concentration for nor- of June in Tablse VI. 
ma1 function become correspondingly increased (Ellis, Weibe, and It can be seen by comparing Table VI and Table I for the same 
others) . m,onth that there is no correlation betwe,en daily p H  variation and 
TABLE VI th,e ,daily amount of copperas disposed. Thme increase in p H  toward 
pH of Samples of Water the latter part of th'e month appears to be associated wi'th some othser 
-- 
Station Station Plant Station Station factor such as the dir'ect disposal of waste acid from the Krebs plant, 
Date VII VIII Pier Date VII VIII the Davison plant, and, possibly, some waste from the U. S. Industrial 
-- 
6.7 6/2/40 ,4 6.2 18 3.0 4.2 
3 6.0 19 4.3 5.7 Chemical Corporation, as yet undmetermined. Exact figures for the 
4 6.7 5.6 20 4.2 3.9 
6 6.7 5.4 21  3.9 4.0 disposal rat'e of this effluent are not available at present. However, 
6 6.6 5.9 3.5 22 4.2 4.0 
9 6.4 5.8 4.6 23 3.9 4.0 during th'e Krebs plant shut down from July 7-29, 1938, pH determina- 
10  6.7 6.0 5.0 24 
12  6.3 6.0 4.1 25 6.0 5.9 tions were carried out daily at several stations in the r'egion. Th'ese 
13  9.1 8.7 3.5 26 3.3 5.0 
15 2.7 27 ape presented in Table VII. It  can be seen that all 1,o.w p H  values 
16  3.6 4.3 3.1 29 6.6 5.0 
17 3.8 4.2 2.8 30 6.2 5.1 almost immediately re'turned to normal wh,en disposal ceased. This 
-- would appear to locate the main source of waste acid during that 
The  d'etrimental effect of copperas disposal in thme summer months period at thse Krebs plant, although a series of lsocal p H  dsetermina- 
at the incraeas'ed rate prevailing during 1940 (300,000 lbs. per day) is, tions carrised out in 'the spring of 1940, in respons'e to a numb'er o'f 
ther'efore, recognizable. complaints from Marley Creek residents, showed the occurx-ence of 
pI-I values of th'e osd,er of p H  2.8-3.2 increasing in the direction of at 
TABLE VII least on'e othmer industrial plant. All the data indicate that the pH 
pH of Samples Taken Before and During Shutdown effects are confined t'o Curtis Ray and the lower portion of Marley 
~- - - - - -- - . 
Date pier-E Pier pier-w pier-w Stat.ion VII Station VIII Creek. Only in rare cases do values of 1.ess than pH 4.5 occur bmeyond 
End Center End Center 1st  Bridge 2 n d  Bridge Station II and the outter limits .of Curtis Bay. All valu'es, however, are 
Before Shutdown 
7/7/38 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.2 6.7 'useful in tracing the movement of waters out of Curtis Bay. 
7/8/38 3.3 3.1 3.0 3.2 6.5 
7/9/38 3.0 3.2 3.2 3.1 . ... 
7/10/38 . .. . .. . . ... .. ... 6.7 
7/11/38 3.4 3.2 3.0 3.1 6.7 Ferrous Iron-Although the results of ferrous iron analysis are 
7/12/38 3.3 3.7 3.4 3.7 6.8 
7/13/38 3.7 3.4 3.2 3.2 6.6 not entirely accurate with respect t'o absolute units, as has been pointed 
7/14/38 3.4 3.4 3.2 3.3 6.8 out, thme relative diffmences from station to stati'on are highly signifi- 
During Shutdown 
7/16/38 4.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 6.6 cant and can be correlated with low oxygen values. The  amount of 
7/16/38 4.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 6.6 
7/17/38 6.5 6.7 6.4 6.8 .. ... ferrous iron at a given location indicates the potential oxygen con- 
7/18/38 . . ..... . . . . . . . 6.9 
~ / 1 9 / 3 8  6.7 6.8 6.4 6.4 6.5 suming capacity of that water or the chemical oxygen demand. As 
1/20/3S 6.5 5.6 6.4 6.3 6.8 
7/21/38 6.7 6.4 6.6 6.4 6.7 would be ,expect'ed, values are high for those regions near disposal 
7/22/38 6.8 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.9 
7/23/38 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 sources and d'e'crease rapidly in a direction away from the source. 
7/24/38 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.8 
7/25/38 7.0 7.0 7.2 7.0 7.0 These high values occur only in bottom samples, except in areas 
7/26/38 7.0 7.0 7.0 6.8 6.8 
7/27/38 6.8 6.8 6.8 6.6 6.5 within a Eew meters of sewer outl'ets where they ar'e vertically dis- 
7/28/38 6.4 6.4 6.4 6.0 4.5 
7/29/38 6.8 6.7 6.5 6.0 6.3 tributed. At Stations 111, IV, V, and VI values as high as 15 mg/l 
Were obtained. At Station X values often ran as high as 4 mg/I. 
pH-Values of pH low enough to inhibit the growth and activity Beyond the limits of Curtis Bay, however, only traces were det~ected, 
of aquatic life (pH 4.5 and lower) occur locally in Curtis Creek almost and thes'e never b'eyond Station I. From such information i t  appear? 
16 17 
~. 
that under the conditions existing in Curtis Bay the oxidation Fe++ 
to Fe+++ does not occur immediately after disposal, but prrsists for 
some time during which oxygen is continually being removed from 
the water. The  fact that ferrous iron is not detected beyond Station 1 
may be due to the low sensitivity of the method under field condi- 
tions. Nevertheless, results show that oxidation of ferrous iron is 
nearly complete by the time contaminated waters reach Leading Point 
and that surface waters become oxidized almost immediately after 
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disposal. Figures for a number of typical conditions are given in Table 
V and Tabl'e VT. 
Total Iron-Total iron values in waters serve only to trace th,e path 
of movement and the dilution of pollut'ed waters, and account for all 
of the iron containing decomposition products of copperas including 
those that are insoluble. The  stage of oxidation and the degree of 
prmecipitation, however, can be determined only by cornparison of 
ferrous iron and soluble and insoluble iron. During 1940 total iron 
values ranged from less than .5 p.p.m., at Station I, to around 25 p.p.m. 
at those stations near the source of disposal. Typical va1u.e~ are given 
in Tables VITI, TX, and X, as well as in Figures 4 and 5. 
Fur ther  Results Involving the Interaction of Factors-Soluble 
iron accounts for thos,e decomposition products of copperas that 
have not yet precipitated out as Fe(OH), in the precipitate or floccu- 
late form. Through comparison of thes'e two valu'es the stage of brseak- 
down of copperas can be d,etermined. Typical results are shown in 
Tablmes 111, VTIT and TX. 
In Figures 4 and 5 the results of analysis for oxygen, pH, total 
iron, soluble iron, and insoluble iron are represented in graphic form 
for two different sampling trips. Transpar,ency determinations were 
made with the Secchi disc and are, therefore, not absolut,e. They serve 
to show relative differ,ences in the transparency of the surface layers 
in order that this may be correlated with the density of flocculent 
material or insolubl7e iron. This correlation is indicated in Figure 4 
and again in Figure 5. In  practically all cases the transparency is a 
reciprocal function of insolub1.e iron. Slight discrepancies may be 
6 
* 
g caused by titanium oxide in thre vicinity of the plant piers as well as 
8 by fertilizer products, refuse, oil, arid other harbor wastes that find 
h 
+ 
B their way into the waters of the region, there to alter transparency but 
B to affect other physical or chemical properti'es very slightly. Soluble ; iron runs high at or near the disposal source and in those more isolated 
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TABLE IX 
Results of Sample Analysis 
September 10, 1940 
< 
Station Time Depth BH ~~~-~hlor.&~- ~ ~ t ~ l  F~ sol  F ~ .  Insol. Fe- Trp. Protozoa Algae Larvae & Diatoms Obs. Prc 
(meters) Fe (OUS) (em.) (per liter.) (per liter.) Eggs (per (.per Tide Tidt OC. ( ' l oo )  gen gen gen (P.P.M.) (P.P.M.) (p,p,M,) F~ liter) 11ter) (feet) (fee 
( 4 1 )  Sat. % Sat. (P.P.M.) 
I A  11:00 A.M. 1/2 6.45 23.8 5.08 5.15 5.38 95.7 .911 4 7  ,754 0 100 69,200 2,388,000 34,600 1,487,800 1.8 1.1 
6 6.86 23.0 6.50 3.58 5.46 65.5 2.69 .I60 2.530 0 ........... 8 415,200 34,600 449,800 
I1 11 :20A.M.  1/2 7.67 23.8 5.19 5.38 5.38 100.0 .493 .0661 .427 0 100 242,200 1,868,000 ......... :b 2,076,000 1.8 1. 
8 7.67 23.7 5.53 3.17 5.38 58.9 .798 .I64 .634 0 103,800 1,212,000 69,200 485,000 
......... I11 2:55 P.M. j/L 6.19 23.6 5.24 3.92 5.36 73.1 2.32 .722 1.598 1 92 69,200 2,147,000 " 1,088,000 1.9 1.' 
....... 10 6.47 22.5 7.93 0.78 5.21 14.9 4.06 .370 3.690 3 . . . . . .  242,200 * 346,000 
IW 
........... IV  11:40 A.M. 24.0 5.14 3.46 5.39 63.0 1.29 .I51 1.139 0 SO 34,60! 3,290,000* * 1,696,002 1.9 1. 
.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ?5 56::; 23.2 6.83 0.41 5.47 7.4 18.3 14.1 4.2 15 ......... * 
V 12:10 P.M. 1/2 6.21 24.4 4.68 4.82 5.40 89.6 ,944 ,148 .796 0 80 69,200 830,000 311,400 934,000 1.9 1. 
6 5.95 22.8 4.81 4.42 5.52 80.0 1.25 .246 1.004 0 69,200 7,000,000 69,200 1,970,000 
VI 1 2 : 3 0 P . M .  j 7.1 24.6 4.45 1.97 5.50 35.8 1.38 .I79 1.201 0 51 69,200 2,006,000 207,600 900,000 2.0 1. 
4 6.02 23.0 5.62 1.88 5.46 34.4 1.74 .I38 1.602 0 34,600 1,590,000 207,600 623,000 
VII 1:30 P.M 1 6 35 24 8 4 39 6.48 5.37 120.6 2.10 .I25 1.975 3 110 34,613; 3,530,000 34,60! 2,076,000 2.1 1. 
6 6.25 23.0 6 25 0.00 5.58 00.0 26.8 14.5 12.3 18 69,200 103,800 ' 
VIII 1:50 P.M. l/z 6.63 3.89 7.11 ...... ,348 .0686 .279 & , ' I 3 1  34,60!* 3,810,000 34,600 lj87O,0O@ 2.0 
......... 6 6.28 22.6 5.27 2.61 5.50 47.4 5.96 .935 5.025 4 ......... 1,970,000 * 761,000 
.......... X 2 : 1 5 P . M .  6.07 24.0 4.16 8.22 5.51 149.1 ,557 .I12 ,445 4 105 346,000 3,220,000 * 3,220,000 1.9 I., 
....... 4 5.87 23.0 5.03 3.94 5.18 71:s 3.09 ,333 2.757 4 1,140,000 3,560,000 . '  1,800,000 
V 2:35 P.M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ......... ................ . .  0 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.9 1. 
........... ........................................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ........ ................. 100 
I *None observed in twenty counts. 
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complete dissipation of the pollutant and upon the predominating 
direction and rate of flow of tidal currents. Since disposal during this 
period was cariied out so that the whole copperas accumulation 
(75,000 lbs., or more) was discharged into the Bay over a period of 
15-30 minutes the area of immediate contamination was restricted 
to a limited region or mass of water which was, during its subseqmnt 
decomposition and dissipation, subject to movement by the variable 
currents. Knowledge of the exact changes due to oxldation, dilution 
and other factors that occur during this time, and the rate at which 
they occur, was deemed necessary in the interpretation of sampling 
data and in predicting the intensity of effects under various conditions 
of disposal. For this purpose a number of experiment? on the rate of 
copperas decomposition at different dilutions was carried out uildei- 
controlled conditions in the laboratory. With high concentrations all 
the oxygen in the small experimental tanks employed in the study was 
used up  almost immediately and remained at zero concentration for 
several days. Stirring and aeration shortened this time to a matter 
of hours, but since the exact deglee of mixing and dilution occu~ring 
in the field cannot be determined the results of these experiments %.ere 
not applicable. The  same is true for rates of hydrolysis and floccula- 
tion. However, these experiments served to show that the loxv pH 
values in Curtis Ray cannot be caused by copperas hydrolysis alone 
and that oxygen demand of those concentrations existing near- the 
disposal source is high enough to deplete the waters completely of 
oxygen. Thus, it was necessary to find some olther means to determine 
the time sequence and reaction rates in the field. 
During regular sampling in the Curtis Bay region it has been 
observed often that sharp lines of demarcation persist between turbid 
contaminated waters and adjacent unpolluted waters. The same has 
been found in pH, ferrous iron and oxygen determinations. A sample 
taken on one side of the boat often differed tremendously from a 
similar sample taken simultaneously on the other side of the boat, 
and if the boat was held over the same mass of water the results were 
reproducible. From this it appears that the characteristic lack of mix- 
ing due to the slow movement of the waters in the area makes for the 
persistence of distinct horizontally homogeneous bodies of water which 
are moved as such by the slow tidal currents. If these masses can be 
followed accurately and sampled periodically the desired information 
concerning reaction rates may be obtained. Accordingly, a number of 
submerged-type spar buoys were devised using fourteen foot two- by- 
- - -  
r timbers with suspended weights just heavy enough to allow 
uppei fourteen foot layer. On August 20, 1940, three of these 
le X and Figure 6. The first buoy ($1) was released as a trial, 
oy moved slowly in the direction of the ebbing tide. The  immediate 
xidation on the dischaige of coppeias was shown by complete absence 
f oxygen at fourteen feet at position C. The value of total iron and 
able quantity of Fe(OH), had begun. pH, however, had decieased but 
little at the surface and practically none on the bottom. It  appears 
that undei field conditions hydrolysis is favoiable in the uppei strata 
unless, of course, some waste acid was simultaneously disposed of. 
One houi and fifteen minutes late1 at position B, 150 feet further 
northeast, a somewhat different situation resulted than was expected. 
The total iron had decreased as had the soluble and insoluble iron 
and the oxygen had more nearly approached the pre-disposal value. 
This suggested that the highly contaminated waters at position A had 
settled due to their greater density and had fallen below the lower 
level of sampling, but the rapid restoration of the oxygen at the 14 
foot level was hard to account foi in such slow moving waters. The  
BUOY I same conclusion could be drawn to account for the still lower value of 
total, soluble and insoluble iron at position C, 200 feet from ~os i t ion  
FIGURE 6. 4 in the same direction, but the increase in soluble iron at 14 feet 
REPRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF BUOY STUDY, 
AUGUST 20, 1940. would, in light of these observations, be difficult to explain. It  is mole 
and White bus represent total iron, the black portion insoluble iron+ likely that theie had been some difference in the movements of the 
and the white portion soluble iron. 
White bars represent p ~ .  water at the two sampling levels and that the buoy had moved with 
Cros'-hatched bars represent dissolved oxygen in ce.,liter, a direction and late which was the resultant of the two components of 
bars represent trnllsparency in decimeters. force. The unexpected results at position B of buoy $3 also bear this 
26 2 5 
out. In Curtis Bay, water movements are known to be irregular and 
the possibility of opposing currents at different levels is greater than 
in the somewhat less restricted waters in the direction of Fort Camoll. 
- Moreover, the tom of the tide is known to affect bottom and surface 
currents at a different rate in all bodies of water. It appears that buoys 
2 and 3 were moved to positions B further into the disposal mass by 
stronger surface currents and were retarded by weaker surface cur- 
rents to a position C lagging behind the now deeper lying and diluted 
mass. These results do not provide all of the expected information, 
but they do show the trend of movement of the disposal masses and 
CORE SAMPLES 
I 1 
SEGMENTS 
0 - 2  INCHES 
2 -  4 INCHES 
4 - 6  INCHES 
6 -  8 INCHES 
S T A T I O N  
FIGURE 7. 
Results of core sanlple analyscs for  November, 1939. Each bar  repre- 
sents a two-inch segment, the surface segment being represented in each 
case by the bar  t o  the left. 
relative rates of the initial reactions. The most significant information 
derived from them is the unexpected slow rate of tidal movement in 
this small region, the greatest distance covered in two and one-half 
rs being only GOO feet and the shortest distance only 200 feet. The 
Aiculty in following the movements of disposal products is thus 
The  results of core sampl'e analysis show the degree of ferric 
droxide accum~~lation on the bottom. The samples taken during 
overnber, 1939, show in Figure 7 the depth of their accumulation at 
h station during that period. In the right hand ordinates the values 
e represented as the per cent weight of apparent ferric hydroxide, 
the amount of ferric hydroxid'e that would be present if all the 
tal iron present were in the forin of ferric hydroxide. This, of course, 
not the case, there being from 2-4y0 iron in normal river muds in 
region. Nevertheless, comparison of these relative valu,es should 
e a fairly good indication of accumulation at different levels and 
at different locations with an error of not much more than 4% weight. 
It  will be seen that total iron values as high as occur at Stati'on I, 
at a depth of four inches, and decrease to 4% at eight inches. Maxima 
occur at Station I and Station VSII with values exceeding 3570 for 
total iron corresponding to over 70% ferric hydroxide. Similar core 
samples collected during August, 1940, (Fig. 8) show a marked 
FIGURE 8. 
Results of core sample analyses for  August, 1940. Each bar represents 
a two-inch segment, the surface segment being represented in each case 
by the bar  to the left. 
2'4 
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are planktonic, that is, theii motion from one location to another is are dead, due to t l s  lrnbility of their silicious shells, so that their 
effected by water movements alone. Algae in general seem lo be less umbers indicate favorable or unfavorable conditions for growth 
I U Q  2 940 
NUMBER OF DIATOMS AND ALGAE IN M l u l W S  PER LITER 
5 7 SW DEPTH ? 2p 2 5  n5 PH 0, FI 
OATOMS DIATOUS m 441 687 242 
SURFACE 
732 468 2a4 ALGAE 
I LARV~E-EGG$ LARVAE-EGGS 537 677 2913 
SOTTOY PROTOZOA , a , 220 
PROTOZOA 
515 6 45 754 
695 198  81 
A 358 686 2530 
BOTTD. 
&&Z 617 073 47 
392 619 1596 
SUIIRCE 549  450 2 L I  
111 
BOTTOW 
0 7 8  6 4 7  3690 
1 0 0  0 0 0  2 4 9  
SUPFACE p7-ZZZZ?77- 4 6 9  2 2 7  ti* 3 4 6  5-99 1139 
041 6 2 1  4 2  
1 S31 119 126 
482 611 796 
I 5 2 6  4 9 1  2.08 
) 42 595 1004 
618 0 DO 0 3  
-- 
SURFACE 
, ,,,,,- 
1s 186 164 
197 61  1201 
V I  
p , , - -pi 
I b l  098 120 
188 6 0 2  1502 
I 
1 4'7 1 Z B  18 
6 4 8  635 1975 
VI I  
I 
4 6 1  5 5 %  44  0 0 0  6 25 12 3 
SURFACE 
a47 BP9 119 711 6 6 3  2794 
537 214 618  261 6 2 8  5025 
$ 5 9  770 501 822 h07 445 
52s 215 .84 39. 5 8 7  2757 
20  M Lo 50 60 
NUMBER OF LAEVAE- EGGS AND PROTOZOA IN 
rHOUSAYDS PER LITER 
FIGURE 9.
Graphic ComParlson of plankton data  with pH, dissolved oxygen, and  hi^ comparison of plankton data with pH, dissolve* oxygen, and 
total iron a t  each station for  August 2, 1940. total iron a t  each station for  September 10, 1940. 
affected by p H  than their diatom ielatives, but their disinteglatlon, and repnoduction over longer periods and not direct effects pH, 
when killed, is more rapid. Diatoms persist in samples eve11 when low oxygen, and other conditions by which they InaY be killed in a 
32 3 3 
short time. \Yhere living diatoms persisted in great numbers along with 
other algae, super-saturation values for dissolved oxygen 1i7ere often 
found due to their oxygen production in photosynthesis. Since diatoms 
persist even though dead their complete absence in a number of 
bottom samples would seem difficult of explanation. This condition 
suggested a significant detrimental effect of flocculating ferric hydr. 
oxide. 
7 he property of ferric hydroxide to "seed out ' and precipitate on 
the surface of small particles is well known and is used to advantage 
in  several methods of water pulification. The  colloid fe r~ ic  hydroxide 
pal ticles ale attlacted, through the charge on their surface, to surfaces 
bearing an opposite charge. At a low p H  value ferllc hydroxide par- 
ticles bear a positive charge. Diatoms are small enough to have se~eral 
of the propertie? of colloidal particles and bear a negative charge on 
their surfaces due to the silicious shell and possibl) due to a negative 
charge on  the cytoplasm beneath lhelefore, these diatoms provide, 
along with othei colloidal rnateiial in natural watels, excellent nuclel 
o r  centers for the flocculation of ferric h jdrox~de  (Harvey, 193'7) The 
comse of this process is shown in Figule 1 1. Soon after copperas is 
added to watel containing diatoms a thin surface film of submiclo- 
copic paiticles of Fe(OH), 15 laid down on the diatoms. This film is 
rapid11 built up by the additional paltlcles until the diatoms become 
heavil) coated wltE a floc of the red-brown peicipitate as can be seen 
in  Figure 11, (lower right) Ful ther addition of the material b) subse- 
quent flocculation eventuall~ covers the cllatoms completely so that 
they can no longer be recognized and are lost In the p~ ecipitate. This 
phenollienon occurs readily 111 concentrations where total ilon runs 
as low as 2 p.p.nl. and therefore occuls in the entire sampl111g area 
at some time. When hottom samples are centrifuged and the organ 
isms In them are counted, the diatoms are so completelj colered by 
Fe(OH), masses that they cannot be recognized (Fig. 9, Sta. 5 ;  Fig. 10, 
5ta. IV and VII) . Flom thls it becomes evident that settling of ferrlc 
hydroxide involves the settling out of diatoms and their l e m o ~ a l  flom 
the waters above. Small algae and othel organirms also exhiblt this 
phenomenon. The  smaller the olganisms the greater the effect. This 
detrimental effect of copperas in removing and destroying the bacic 
source of food for all highel animal oiganislns is hlghly significant. 
The  chitinous membrane of copepods appears to be but slightly 
affected by flocculation in this way. Surface tows around Station V 
show large numbers of active copepocls which do not show adheling 
FIGURE 11. 
pHOTOMICROGRAPI3S SHOW LNG T H E  COURSE OF FLOCCULA- 
TION O F  FERRIC HYDROXIDE ON THE SURFACES O F  DIATOMS. 
7JPPp' /eft-diatom group before addition of copperas (Mag. SOOX). UPP"' 
yigh&Portion of same group (Mag. 1OOOX). Lower Left-Same group 
0.. hour af ter  addition of eopperas (Mag. 1 0 0 0 X ) .  LOWE)" right-same 
group two hours af ter  addition of eopperas (Mag. 100OX). 
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floe of Fe(OH)3. Numbers decrease in tows around Stations the productivity of ally body of water is directly dependent upon 
nt of solar radiation which reaches its depths this decrease X, but this, apparently, is the effect of lower salinity or of cha 
most significant. The  ph~tosynthesis carried out  the dia- tribution. Further experiments with copepods are to be 
The  micl-oscopic units of the highly diversified surfaces of a number 
of animal membranes also are small enough to bear a surface charge 
which favors the accumulation of ferric hydioxide. The  gill me,- 
brane of a fish, with its thousands of protiuding filaments, and the 
ciliated memblanes of other organisms, become coated in a similar 
manner, as established by field observations. In the laboratory this 
principle was demonstrated by placing fish in tanks containing cop- 
Peras. The p H  was adjusted to about 6.0 through addition of buffer- 
ing mixture, and oxygen was provided through constant aeration. 
Minnows (Fu?zdulus), Silveisides (Menzdla) , and White perch 
(Motone) ,  fishes conlmon to the Patapsco, were used in the experi- 
ment and in every case the characteristic coating appeared on the 
gills. Microscopic examination showed flocculation on the membrane 
of the capillary bearing ridges borne by the gills. This coating became 
a heavy coagulum after several hours and appeared to restrict the 
Oxygen diffusion to the underlying capillaries. Silversides and white 
perch died several hours after the formation of this coating, while 
fundulus, a hardy form, remained alive for several days. Various 
dilutions of copperas were tested. However, ~ ince  the rate of floccula. 
tion and particle size were variable due to the difficulty of controlfing FIGURE 12. 
the supply of oxygen and other factors, only positive evidence of the THE INTENSITY OF TOTAL RADIATION AT DIFFERENT 
injurious effects of Fe(OH), was shown from these experiments. DEPTHS OF THREE REGIONS IN THE AREA (Curve l-~tation 111; Curve 2-Adjacent uncontaminated region in 
Patapseo R ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  Curve 3- hesapeake Bay beyond the river nlouth)' 
Sol@v Radiation-Using the vacuum thermocouple submarine microvolt = 2 3 erg~/lnn1~/sec. 
radiometer (Olson, 1 9 4 )  especially developed for this work a study 
of the effect of ferric hydroxide suspension on the available 
enevgy at various depths was carried out. Typical results are shown 
in Figure 12. Curve 1 of that figure shows the variation of the inten- 
sity of total radiation with depth at Station 111. Curve 2 shows the 
results of a similar series of measurements at a point in the unpolluted CONCLUSION 
area of the Patapsco River proper north of Curtis Bay. In Curve 3 
results are given for a point in the Chesapeake Bay near Matapeake. The most severe effect of copperas disposai in Curtis Bay appears 
As indicated by the figure, the effect of the ferric hydroxide suspension to be that of lowered oxygen tension of the subsurface waters Over 
at Station 111 is severe enough at one meter depth to cut down the the general region during the sunlnler months when the saturation 
total radiation by eighty-five per cent of the total found In the un- concentration oxygen is normally low. Its deleterious effect is 
polluted area of the Patapsco at the same depth. Comparing curves 
2 and 3, the effect is shown of normal silt suspension in the patapaco 
during the period in which the measurements were being carried on. 
appears to be lers significant. Planktoll analysis shows some serious 
but local effects, although with a slight lowering in p H  at distances 
beyond the immediate area of discharge. Even these effects appear 
be the result, in part at least, of waste acid disposal and not entilel 
Y due to the hydrolysis of copperas discharge. Ferric hydroxide florcula. 
tion, due to its adsorptive properties, has been shown likewise to be 
detrimental to both micro-organisms and macroorganisms. I t  has been 
shown, as well, that it contributes to a marked ecological unbalance 
the entire bottom of the area th~ough its continual a ~ ~ ~ ~ m u l a t i ~ ~ .  
The  effect of this flocculent substance is more widespread than the 
data indicate. Approxilnately 100,000,000 pounds of ferric hydroxide 
should be formed from the copperas disposal products during a single 
yeai-. This w o ~ ~ l d  result in a volume of the precipitate, in the anhydr- 
ous form, equal to that of a cube measuring nearly one hundred feet 
on edge, while in the hydrated form that occurs in Curtis Bay it would 
amount to a much greater ~o lume .  If deposition of this amount of 
material occurred only in the region studied during the year there 
should be found a much heavier deposit on the bottom than is shown 
from the core sample studies. From this it appears that the floc must 
continue beyond Station I before it has entirely settled out to the 
bottom. Both laboratory and field studies show that three days or  
more are often required for complete settling to the bottom and that 
abnormal conditions may greatly prolong this period. The  distribu- 
tion of this detrimental product is, therefore, undoubtedly, greater 
than that of any of the other products of pollution. I t  is hoped that 
future study will throw light on this subject. 
The  effects of tide in the region have been shown to be far less 
significant than they were thought to be in previous studies, since the 
maximum of current strength, which averages one tenth of a knot 
per hour, can carry the effluents less than one-half a mile away from 
the source of disposal under normal conditions. The  effect of this 
factor in the dilution of the discharge is important. It  was prex~iously 
recommended that disposal be effected one hour after maximum flood 
tide, and this has been carried out during the present year. I t  is evi- 
dent, however, that such a practice, while it minimizes the occurrence 
of visible disposal products in the upper reaches of Curtis Creek, allows 
the effluent to be discharged in one local mass which can move only 
a short distance before the disposal of the subsequent accumulation of 
copperas is discharged. This mass of polluted water remains undi- 
luted, and its effects are severe because it is confined to a relatively 
area, even though a moving area. Moreover, i f  its recovery to 
1 condition is retard,ed by natural causes, as poinbed out, i t  is 
le, under extreme condition of wind and precipitation, for such 
ina,ted bodies of water to accumulate and exert their detri- 
influences over larger areas. When the accumulated copperas 
arged during a short period of time on the ebb tide the oxygen 
ment entirely depletes the local area into which it is dis- 
rged. The  ~ubsequen~t reoxygenation requires far more mixing 
diluting than does the depletion caused by a disposal of the same 
ount of copperas over a long period. 
is suggested froin the above that the practice of disposal on the 
tide be continued but that the flushing action and the resulting 
scharge be carried out at such a rate that disposal will continue over 
entire ebb tide. This should allow for greater dilution by the 
rs moving by even though they move slowly. The  resulting less 
ere conditions of pollution should be more easily brought to 
overy by dilution, wind action, and mixing. This will not remedy 
e situation, however, and it is hoped that some method of disposal 
be devised which will minimize or localize the effects of copperac 
omposition. The  use of aeration towers or spray heads in order 
re-oxidize the material should, if feasible, prove effective. T h e  
ting ferric hydroxide sludge could be carried to evaporation 
ins for drying and disposal either commercially or on dumps. Such 
procedure would minimize if not completely eliminate pollution of 
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